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Why did
Harper
Suppress the
Flag
on Canada
Day?
for ‘royalty’?

Is Toronto Star a threat to Canada?

Its Rosenthal family gave nuclear secrets to Stalin?

Informed KGB of Russian dissidents’ secrets?
Suppressed Stalin’s post-war genocides?
“Progressive” ideas simultaneously weaken Canada’s place in the world as its pioneers and soldiers

would have refused to give up sovereignty and democracy for the alien influence Canada now suffers
Information here comes from people sign of the Iraeli nuclear warhead prowho fear for their lives from these same duction himself?
people.
Mark Gayn, a veteran writer for the
Currently we have only revealed a tiny Star and close friend was a double-agent
corner of what goes on (harassment and pretending to aid dissidents in Russia
near-death experiences for my part on as a so-called freedom-loving journalist
the front pages of the paper such as po- while he was actually giving that info over
lice copter parked above our office back to Russia’s KGB. He was also involved in
door, fried cell phone while speaking to handing over Chiang Kai Chek’s battle
an informant, almost being run off the plans to Chairman Mao from U.S. Naval
road at high speed,Nelson Thall/Blenny Bloom: Arrest- files.. He was arrested
hacked
email,
zt one point. He had
hacked website,ed 64 charges; sniper rifle arsenal
ties to the U.S. Comcell phone conver-& hashish possession; only pled
mubist Party, ties to
sation overheardguilty to pump-action shotgun
with subsequent
interruption
at
meeting) -- senior
police intelligence
people who are
either
“retired”
early, or are murdered, or corrupt,
or honestly afraid
for their own lives
if they proceed on
the knowledge of
how the JFK assassination
was
done
through
Toronto and the
powers behind the
the major name traiscenes.
tors who gave nuclear
In some ways, I
secrets to Russia’s KGB
wish I had never
zionists.
known about these things.
The son, Nelson Thall has followed
However, it is instructive to realize that up by also being a double-dealer
Burnett Thall who worked at Chalk River b y
interviewing
nuclear research in wartime had as his
I s co-horts individuals who escaped
to the Soviet Union having
given secrets to Stalin. The
Rosenburgs were executed in the U.S.
for passing on
nuclear secrets. Burnett Thall
was subsequently invited to help
build Canada’s first nuclear plants in
1945.
He had an
important role
at the Toronto
Star with knowledge as a megallurgist to invent
major improvements in printing
plates that lasted
longer that saving
them large monies.
I know now why the Stalin
rael’s
genocides (Ukrainians 10 milwhistlelion starved to death) and millions
b l o w e r
dead in Staliln’s concentration camps
Vanunu who
(gulags) were never mentioned in the
exposed IsraToronoto Star all these years.
e l ’ s nuclear bomb
Is it possible that Thall interviewed building.
Vanunu because he had a part in the de- Following an

interview with a so-called journalist Nelson Thall (aka Lenny Bloom) Vanunu
was considered to be in violation of his
prison-release terms to shut up and was
returned to prison.
So, Thall capparently ontinues in the
same vein as Mark Gayn -- put away genuine freedom loving people.
His attempts at passing iormation to the
public is called “infotainment”. It should
properly be called “dis-infotainment”.
Apparently these are attempts to slant
the news and cause confusion. His latest
claim is that Michael Jackson is alive

the facts according to what I have been
told.
Nelson Thall/Lenny Bloom also knows
who shot Kennedy.
Neither of these two promote the exposure of the killer. But I’m not concerned
about the serial killer family -- it’s who
ordered the hit that concerns me.
It seems apparent a number of groups
were involved as Kennedy was withdrawing troops from Vietnam thereby
denying war industry profiteers, issued
money from the treasury instead of borrowing from privately owned Federal
Reserve, withdrew air support from the
CIA’s invasion of Cuba (restoration of
mafia), declared he would shut down
the CIA. The apparent real reason for
the hit: Kennedy was stopping Israel’s
nuclear plant construction and building
of 400 nuclear warheads -- with some
nuclear secrets passed on by Burnett
Thall?
The Toronto Sun’s Worthington is a
known CIA asset we know of. But it
looks like the real live and active characters on my case are zionists who have
demonstrated a huge interest in the JFK
assassination. I can only come to the
conclusion that it was the Mossad who
organized and paid for the hit on JFK.
his children in A local accomplished killer took part in
rain.
the 3 man hit but they were only employees now used as a detour for observers

Toronto Star owner: Nelson
Thall: “We are going to

rule the world!”

and with
Bah-

Boxed In At
Eastern & Sumach

(http://ca.mg1.mail.yahoo.
com/ya/download?mid=1
%5f179406%5fAKqy
o0IAADlSTy8uUgw
1Fl%2fO%2biA&pid
=3&fid=Inbox&inlin
e=1&appid=YahooM
ailNeo)
to hide those who ordered the hit. zionists.
I am surveilled by a
variety of them and
have been threatened
and harassed by them to
the point I know more of
their threat patterns and
attempts on my life than
they know of themselves!
I don’t know how long my
current email will last until
they hack this one too - they
hacked my hotmail and my
website with such electronic
capabilities that I cannot recover
my email of ten years as Hotmail
told me it is a very high level security
problem for them!
-- Victor / Toronto Street News
The Toronto Star pic above reflects the
zionist colour; at Christmas time the
Jour- only red and blue Christmas lights on
nalist Ste- lower Yonge Street approaching the Star
vie Cameron were the stop lights.
knows
who
shot Kennedy
See more on this at the new
but apparently
column for more page 9
requires money to promote

